
A State of Mobile 



Hello! 

I am Chris Chan 
Co-Founder of SnapSell – a local mobile marketplace 



“ 
Mobile phones are so convenient 
that it is now an inconvenience 

- Murakami - 



Smartphones are everywhere 



“Dumbphones” are being phased out 



Mobile advertising is growing aggressively 



Many platforms have grown their 
Users via Mobile (> 1 bil users) 



Mobile-first media is now more 
valuable than traditional media 



So what is really happening to Mobile in Malaysia 
now? 



Why is Pokemon Go so appealing? 

•  The use of AR (augmented reality) 
and gaming at a basic level 
(everyone can play) 

•  It’s social and physically active (you 
have to walk around) 

•  It involves collecting (psychology of 
collecting) 

•  Blast from the past (if you’re old 
enough to remember J) 



What’s happening in Malaysia? 

Back to the apps… 



Primary App Usage of Mobile 

•  Facebook 
•  Youtube 
•  Instagram 
•  Whatsapp 
•  Facebook Messenger 
•  Google Search  
•  Gmail 



But surprisingly, 
80% of time spent 

on mobile is only in 3 
main apps 

And none of that is an eCommerce platform 



Apple App Store 
 

Turning over USD3 
billion 

The App Economy is seeing 
unprecedented Growth 

Google Play Store 
 

Turning over 
USD1.75 billion 



Mobile has taken 
over Desktop in 
Malaysia - 2016 



71% Malaysians 
Own a smartphone 

16mil Malaysians 
Are using their phones for Social Media 

18mil Malaysians 
Are active Mobile Internet Users 



This is all thanks to our “affordable” 
data connectivity 

RM30 /month 



47% of Malaysians 
use their mobile to 

shop online 



20% Growth 
by 2018 
Mobile Shopping 



SnapSell –  
Local Mobile 
Marketplace 
 

With these stats, we 
decided to build…. 



Buy Easily Sell Easily 



Manage Easily Pay Easily 



Our Struggles as a Bootstrap Marketplace 

Everyone wants it 
Free 

Crowded 
Space Differentiation? 



What we did right 

Create a strong product – Featured in the App 
Store 



Mobile Best Practices 

•  Loading time (Speed) 
•  Clear Focused Content 
•  Keep the menus and navigation 

simple 
•  Optimise for Touch 
•  Keep forms minimal 
•  Optimise your images 
•  Always have a Best Practices 

plan for your business 



Predicted Mobile Commerce Trends for 
2016  

Physical and 
Online will 
continue to 
converge 

Social Media will 
dominate – but 
will that translate 
to sales? 

Mobile Web will 
outpace Mobile 
Apps? 

Consumer 
Expectations will 
force Retailers to 
focus on Mobile 

Growth in Mobile 
will force Brands 
to optimize Mobile 
Checkouts  



Thank you for your time 

Any questions? 
You can find me at: 
chris@snapsell.my 


